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We have studied the excitation functions of the reactions244Pu(48Ca,xn). Maximum cross sections for the
evaporation of 3–5 neutrons in the complete-fusion reaction244Pu+48Ca were measured to bes3n=2 pb,s4n

=5 pb, ands5n=1 pb. The decay properties of 3n-evaporation product289114, in the decay chains observed at
low 48Ca energy coincide well with those previously observed in the244Pu+48Ca and248Cm+48Ca reactions
and assigned to288114. Two isotopes of element 114 and their descendant nuclei were identified for the first
time at higher bombarding energies:288114 (Ea=9.95 MeV, T1/2=0.6 s) and 287114 (Ea=10.04 MeV,T1/2

=1 s). We also report on the observation of new isotopes of element 116,290,291116, produced in the245Cm
+48Ca reaction with cross sections of about 1 pb. A discussion of self-consistent interpretations of all observed
decay chains originating atZ=118, 116, and 114 is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In previous experiments in which superheavy nuclei close
to the predicted neutron magic numberN=184 were synthe-
sized, we used the complete-fusion reactions of target and
projectile nuclei having the largest available neutron excess:
244Pu+48Ca [1], 248Cm+48Ca [2], and249Cf+ 48Ca [3]. In all
of these cases, the observeda-decay chains of parent iso-
topes of elements 114, 116, and 118 were terminated by the
spontaneous fission(SF) of previously unknown descendant
nuclei with Z=110 [1,2] or 114 [3]. Because of the lack of
available target and projectile reaction combinations, these
unknown descendant nuclei cannot be produced as a primary
reaction product. Thus the method of genetic correlations to
known nuclei for the identification of the parent nuclide(see,
e.g., review[4] and references therein) has limited applica-
tion in this region of nuclei.

In these experiments, we identified masses of evaporation
residues(ER’s) using the characteristic dependence of their
production cross sections on the excitation energy of the
compound nucleus(thus defining the number of emitted neu-
trons) and from cross bombardments, i.e., varying mass
number of the projectile or target nuclei which changes the
relative yields of thexn-evaporation channels. Both of these
methods were successfully used in previous experiments for
the identification of unknown artificial nuclei(see [5] and
references therein), particularly those with short half-lives
for decay by SF.

We present the results of excitation-function measure-
ments for the244Pu+48Ca fusion-evaporation reactions. We
also report on the synthesis of new isotopes of element 116
in the 245Cm+48Ca reaction.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The48Ca ion beam was accelerated by the U400 cyclotron
at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions(FLNR). The
typical beam intensity at the target was 1.2 pmA. The
32-cm2 rotating targets consisted of the enriched isotopes
244Pu s98.6%d and 245Cm s98.7%d deposited as PuO2 and
CmO2 onto 1.5-mm Ti foils to thicknesses of about
0.38 mg cm−2 and 0.35 mg cm−2, respectively.

The ER’s recoiling from the target were separated in flight
from 48Ca beam ions, scattered particles and transfer-reaction
products by the Dubna Gas-filled Recoil Separator[6]. The
transmission efficiency of the separator forZ=114 and 116
nuclei was estimated to be about 35–40%[6]; the separator
efficiency is slowly changing as a function of mass and re-
coil energy over the range studied in these experiments.

Evaporation recoils passed through a time-of-flight sys-
tem (TOF) and were implanted in a 4312 cm2 semiconduc-
tor detector array with 12 vertical position-sensitive strips,
located in the separator’s focal plane. This detector was sur-
rounded by eight 434 cm2 side detectors without position
sensitivity, forming a box of detectors open from the front
(beam) side. The position-averaged detection efficiency for
a-decays of implanted nuclei was 87% of 4p. The detection
system was tested by registering the recoil nuclei and decays
(a or SF) of the known isotopes of No and Th, as well as
their descendants, produced in the reactions206Pb(48Ca,xn)
and natYbs48Ca,xnd. The energy resolution fora particles
absorbed in the focal-plane detector was 60–90 keV. The
a-particles that escaped the focal-plane detector at different
angles and registered in a side detector had an energy reso-
lution of the summed signals of 140–200 keV. The FWHM
position resolutions of the signals of correlated decays of
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nuclei implanted in the detectors were 0.8–1.3 mm for ER-a
signals and 0.5–0.8 mm for ER-SF signals. As it can be seen
from the data presented below, all the correlated events ob-
served in these experiments were registered with position
deviations corresponding to the given position resolutions
except for two SF events. However, both these SF events
were detected in beam-off period and the probability of ob-
serving them as random events is negligibly low. Fission
fragments from252No implants produced in the206Pb+48Ca
reaction were used for an approximate fission-energy calibra-
tion. The measured fragment energies were not corrected for
the pulse-height defect of the detectors, or for energy loss in
the detectors’ entrance windows, dead layers, and the pen-
tane gas filling the detection system. The mean sum energy
loss of fission fragments from the decay of252No was about
20 MeV.

III. RESULTS

A. Excitation functions of ER’s produced
in 244Pu+48Ca reaction

In this series of experiments, we chose bombarding ener-
gies for the48Ca ions that were greater than what had been
studied previously[1]. Table I summarizes the lab-frame
beam energies in the middle of the target layers, excitation
energy ranges[7] and beam doses for the experiments stud-
ied. The systematic uncertainty in the beam energy is about
1 MeV. With the beam energy resolution, the small variation
of the beam energy during irradiation, and the energy loss in
the target, we expected the resulting compound nucleus
292114 to have excitation-energy ranges of 3.1 to 4.5 MeV.
In our previous experiments performed in the years 1998–
1999[1], a 244Pu target was bombarded with a similar beam
dose at lower excitation energies(see Table I).

To detect these decay sequences in low background con-
ditions, we employed a special measurement mode[2,3]. The
beam was switched off after a recoil signal was detected with
parameters of implantation energy and TOF expected forZ
=114 evaporation residues, followed by ana-like signal with
an energy of 9.66 MeVøEaø10.08 MeV, in the same strip,
within a 1.4–1.9 mm wide position window and a time in-
terval of 10 s. The duration of the pause was determined
from the observed pattern of out-of-beama decays and var-
ied from 3 to 12 min. Thus, all the expected sequential de-
cays of the daughter nuclides withZø112 should be ob-

served in the absence of beam-associated background.
The measured parameters of the decay chains observed at

the three bombarding energies, namely detected energies of
eventsE, positions of the ER’s with respect to the top of the
strip PER, difference in vertical positions relative to the ER
dP, time intervalsdt between detected events, and strip num-
bers are shown in Table II. At 243 MeV, we observed two
decay chains(see the first two rows of Table II), each con-
sisting of two consecutivea decays terminated by SF. The
assignment of the event withEa=9.9±0.9 MeV to the289114
in the second decay chain is rather tentative because its reg-
istration probability in 6.3 s time interval as a random signal
is about 40%(average counting rate of such events by the
whole side detector array was about 4.5 min−1). The same
values for three other similar events(rows 3, 5, and 12) are
about 18%, 2%, and 6%, respectively. However, the detec-
tion probability of this chain(ER-a2-SF) caused by unrelated
signals is quite lowPerr,5310−4. The assignment of the
side-onlya decay of289114 for rows 2 and 3 is not as strong
as a chain with a full energy alpha signal, but it cannot be
excluded. Identical decay chains were previously identified
in the same reaction at the lower energy of 236 MeV(two
events) [1] and also detected after thea decay of the parent
nuclei in the 248Cm+48Ca reaction(three events) [2]. One
more event of this type was detected at 250 MeV. At
257 MeV, no such events were found. Thus, this activity was
observed in the48Ca energy interval of 236–250 MeVsE*

=35–47 MeVd. The time intervals between the implantation
of the mother nuclei in the detectors and the SF of the grand-
daughter isotopes varied from one-half minute to three min-
utes.

In addition to these chains at 243 MeV, we found seven
similar decay chains that did not resemble those previously
observed in the244Pu+48Ca and248Cm+48Ca reactions at
lower compound nucleus excitation energies[1,2]. These de-
cay chains consisted of a singlea decay followed by the SF
decay of the daughter nucleus, both detected within one sec-
ond of the ER implantation. Four more decay chains of this
type were observed at 250 MeV and one additional chain
was observed at 257 MeV. These nuclei were also observed
in the narrow energy interval of 243–257 MeVsE* =41
−53 MeVd.

All of the events of this type of decay, observed at the
various48Ca energies, are presented in the second section of
Table II. The parent nuclei in these chains emit ana particle
with an energy of 9.95 MeV in a short time following the ER
implantation sTa,0.6 sd. The daughter nuclei undergo SF
decay with a half-life of,0.1 s.

The excitation functions for producing various nuclei in
the 244Pu+48Ca are shown in Fig. 1. They correspond well
with what we expect for the indicatedxn-evaporation chan-
nels[5]. As one can see from Fig. 1, the excitation functions
of the nuclei that undergo sequential decays(a-a-SF and
a-SF), overlap and their maxima are located atE*

,40–43 MeV. The spectra ofa particles and pairs of SF
fragments observed in these chains are given in Fig. 2 to-
gether with the data from the reaction248Cm+48Ca [2]. In
both cases, the radioactive decay of the observed nuclei is
characterized by a strictly defineda-transition energy. The

TABLE I. Reaction-specific lab-frame beam energies in the
middle of the target layers, excitation energies[7] and beam doses
for the given reactions.

Reaction EbeamMeV E* MeV Beam dose Reference

244Pu+48Ca 231 29.8–32.9 4.631018 [1]

236 32.9–37.4 1.531019 [1]

243 38.9–43.0 4.031018 this work

250 44.9–49.0 3.131018 this work

257 50.4–54.7 2.931018 this work
245Cm+48Ca 243 30.9–35.0 1.231019 this work
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TABLE II. Observed decay chains produced in the described reactions. Bolded events were registered in beam-off period. Thea-particle energy errors are shown in parentheses.

244Pu+48Ca

289114 289114 285112 281110
Strip EL

(MeV)
EER

(MeV)
PER

(mm)
dtER-a

(s)
Ea

(MeV)
dPER-a

(mm)
dta-a

(s)
Ea

(MeV)
dPER-a

(mm)
dta-SF

(s)
ESF

(MeV)
dPER-SF

(mm)
12 243 6.1 26.2 0.112 9.80(7) −0.7 14.80 9.16(7) −1.0 9.892 133 −0.5
1 243 9.4 19.1 6.292 9.9(6)a 27.94 9.17(7) +1.2 40.91 202d −0.7
8 250 9.0 24.3 5.718 9.9(3)a 20.61 9.18(8) +0.6 4.679 138 −0.1

288114 288114 284112
Strip EL

(MeV)
EER

(MeV)
PER

(mm)
dtER-a

(s)
Ea

(MeV)
dPER-a

(mm)
dta-SF

(s)
ESF

(MeV)
dPER-SF

(mm)
11 243 7.7 17.1 0.826 9.98(8) +0.3 0.177 229 0.0
5 243 11.9 11.3 0.838 2.9b 0.168 225d −0.1
2 243 9.8 21.8 (missinga) 0.565 191 −0.2
4 243 12.2 18.5 0.378 10.02(7) +0.2 0.326 137 −0.5
4 243 11.5 20.7 0.427 9.97(7) +0.7 0.072 230d −0.1
6 243 7.4 36.4 0.676 9.91(9) +0.7 0.007 150 +0.2
5 243 11.5 34.4 0.083 9.92(8) +0.1 0.028 221 +0.6
2 250 12.1 28.2 0.188 9.93(8) +0.7 0.130 205d +0.1
4 250 11.8 21.1 0.930 9.9(6)a 0.069 155 −0.6
3 250 11.2 26.6 0.391 9.94(7) +0.2 0.389 221d −0.3
7 250 11.7 29.5 0.823 9.87(9) +0.4 0.063 194 −1.8
2 257 11.0 21.2 4.468 10.05(19)c 0.123 199d +0.1

287114 287114 283112 279110
Strip EL

(MeV)
EER

(MeV)
PER

(mm)
dtER-a

(s)
Ea

(MeV)
dPER-a

(mm)
dta-a

(s)
Ea

(MeV)
dPER-a

(mm)
dta-SF

(s)
ESF

(MeV)
dPER-SF

(mm)
3 257 12.4 17.6 1.499 10.03(7) +0.6 5.457 9.54(7) +0.6 0.319 206d 0.0

245Cm+48Ca

291116 291116 287114 283112 279110
Strip EL

(MeV)
EER

(MeV)
PER

(mm)
dtER-a

(ms)
Ea

(MeV)
dPER-a

(mm)
dta-a

(s)
Ea

(MeV)
dPER-a

(mm)
dta-a

(s)
Ea

(MeV)
dPER-a

(mm)
dta-SF

(s)
ESF

(MeV)
dPER-SF

(mm)
3 243 13.2 36.4 6.02 10.75(31)a 0.898 10.08(7) 0.0 12.57 9.55(7) −0.3 0.687 205d +0.1
1 243 13.4 23.5 12.3 10.74(7) −0.1 2.273 10.01(7) 0.0 8.303 9.52(7) −0.3 0.256 177 −2.2

290116 290116 286114 282112
Strip EL

(MeV)
EER

(MeV)
PER

(mm)
dtER-a

(ms)
Ea

(MeV)
dPER-a

(mm)
dta-a/SF

(ms)
Ea/SF

(MeV)
dPER-a/SF

(mm)
dta-SF

(ms)
ESF

(MeV)
dPER-SF

(mm)
2 243 12.7 30.5 0.233 10.88(8) −0.9 328 193d −0.5
2 243 15.6 32.3 (missinga) 914 176 −0.1
2 243 11.9 25.5 (missinga) 505 10.03(31)a 1.448 169 −0.6

aEscapeda particle registered by side detector only.
bEscapeda particle registered by focal-plane detector without position signal because of low energy deposited.
ca particle registered by both focal-plane detector and side detector.
dFission event registered by both focal-plane detector and side detector.
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relationship of the decay energy,Qa, and the half-life,Ta, for
Z=114 gives evidence for the observation of unhindereda
transitions that are typical for the decay of even-even nu-
clides(see Table III). Decay energies of the mother nuclei in
these two cases differ by only 0.1 MeV. If we consider only
the decay properties of theZ=114 species themselves, there

is insufficient evidence to identify more than one nuclide
from the experimental data.

However, the decay properties of the daughter nuclei dif-
fer considerably. In the longer chainssa-a-SFd, the daughter
nucleus undergoesa decay in all 8 cases withTa=34−9

+17s. In
the shorter chainssa-SFd, the daughter nucleus decays in all
12 cases by spontaneous fission withTSF=0.098−0.023

+0.041s. This
difference inTa andTSF lies far beyond statistical uncertain-
ties and can only be explained by the fact that the two ob-
served types of decay chains originate from two neighboring
isotopes of element 114 if one does not assume SF decays
from isomeric states.

Finally, at the maximum beam energy of 257 MeV, we
detected a single example of a new type of decay chain, not
observed at lower energies. This chain includes two sequen-
tial a particles with energies of 10.03 MeV and 9.54 MeV
and ends in SF, with all decays detected in a time interval of
about ten seconds(see the third section of Table II and Fig.
1).

Although thea decay energy of the mother nucleus in this
new decay chain is similar to those observed in the two pre-
viously considered chains(a difference of,0.2 MeV and
,0.1 MeV, respectively), the daughter nucleus in this chain
differs in decay energy as well as in half-life. Assuming that
this chain belongs to the decay of another new nucleus, we
arrive at the conclusion that in the present244Pu+48Ca ex-

FIG. 1. Excitation functions for the 3n shd, 4n ssd, and 5n s.d
evaporation channels from the complete-fusion reaction244Pu
+48Ca. The Bass barrier[8] is shown by an arrow. Lines show the
results of calculations[9]. Error bars correspond to statistical
uncertainties.

FIG. 2. a-particle (top panel) and sum fission-fragment(bottom panel) energy spectra of events in correlated decay chains originating
from parent nuclei293116 (a energies from[2]), 289114 (a) and288114 (b). The sum fission-fragment energy spectrum of252No is shown for
comparison. In the top panel, thea-particle energy resolution is shown byDEa.
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periment, we have observed three isotopes of element 114
with consecutive neutron numbers.

Based on the decay properties of nuclei in the observed
decay chains and dependence of their yields on the bombard-
ing energy, we should assign the shorter(a-SF) chain to the
decay of the even-even nuclide288114 produced via the
4n-evaporation channel with a maximum cross section of
,5 pb. The two differentsa-a-SFd chains should be as-
signed to the decay of neighboring even-odd isotopes of el-
ement 114 produced in the 3n- and 5n-evaporation channels
with cross sections of,2 pb and,1 pb, respectively. Note,
in this interpretation of the data, the previously observeda
decay of the parent nuclei discovered in the reactions244Pu
+ 48Ca [1] and 248Cm+48Ca [2] originated from the isotopes
289114 and293116.

B. Synthesis ofZ=116 nuclei in the reaction245Cm+ 48Ca

This experiment was designed to investigate the radioac-
tive properties of the isotopes of element 116, thea-decay
daughters ofZ=118 isotopes produced in the reaction
249Cf+ 48Ca [3].

The excitation energy of the compound nucleus at the
Coulomb barrier of the 249Cf+ 48Ca reaction is about
6.3 MeV lower than that of the reaction244Pu+48Ca. The
maximum yield ofZ=118 nuclides is expected in either the
2n- or 3n-evaporation channel. Similarly, the minimum ex-
citation energy of293116 in the 245Cm+48Ca reaction is
about 4.0 MeV lower than that of292114 formed in the reac-
tion 244Pu+48Ca and thus here evaporation of two or three
neutrons looks to be most probable too. Therefore, for the
reaction245Cm+48Ca, we chose a lab-frame beam energy of
243 MeV in the middle of the targetsE* =30.9–35.0 MeVd
(see Table I). At this beam energy, the production of isotopes
290,291116 is expected with high probability.

In this experiment the beam was switched off after a re-
coil signal was followed by ana-like signal with an energy
of 9.80 MeVøEaø11.13 MeV in a time interval up to 4 s.
The duration of the pause varied from 2 to 12 min. With an

accumulated beam dose of 1.231019, we detected five decay
chains which fall into two decay types given in the fifth and
fourth sections of Table II, respectively. The first type of
decay represents a two- or three-step decay(ER-a-SF or
ER-a-a-SF), lasting,0.5 s. In two of the three decay chains
of this type, the firsta decay was not observed. The prob-
ability of detecting the preceding ER’s as random events
producing an accidental correlation was only about 2% in
both cases. Despite the fact that thea particles were not
observed in the ER-SF time interval, we tentatively assigned
these events to the same ER-a-SF type, supposing that thea
particles were not detected. In this experiment, we registered
eight a particles by means of a detector with an 87% effi-
ciency. Missing twoa particles is not improbable. The sec-
ond decay type included three sequentiala decays and also
ended in spontaneous fission. The total time interval between
the ER and the SF for that decay type is about 10 s and is
dominated by the lasta decay that precedes the SF.

These new chains produced in the245Cm+48Ca experi-
ment are different than the ER-a-a-a-SF decays of the nu-
clei synthesized in the reaction248Cm+48Ca [2]. Indeed, for
the 10 s decay chain in the245Cm experiments, the energy of
the a particles emitted by the mother and daughter nuclei
Z=116 and 114) are about 0.2 MeV larger and their half-
lives are smaller than that observed for more neutron-rich
isotopes of elements 116 and 114. An even stronger differ-
ence is observed in the decay of granddaughter nucleisZ
=112d, where thea particle energies differ by,0.4 MeV
and the difference in half-life increases accordingly. For the
0.5 s decay chain in the245Cm experiments, thea particle
energies of the mother and daughter nuclei(Z=116 and 114)
are about 0.3 MeV and,0.2 MeV larger and the decay
modes and half-lives of granddaughter nucleisZ=112d are
different (TSF,1 ms andTa=34 s, see Tables II and III).

The differences in decay properties of the daughter nuclei
sZ=114d are also observed when comparing data from the
245Cm+48Ca reaction with the shortsER-a-SFd chain that
we have assigned to the decay of the even-even nuclide
288114, produced via 4n-evaporation in the reaction244Pu

TABLE III. Decay properties of nuclei produced in this work and[1–3].

Isotope No. observed Decay mode Half-life Expected half-life Ea sMeVd

293116 3 a 53−19
+62ms 80 ms 10.53±0.06

289114 8 a 2.7−0.7
+1.4s 2 s 9.82±0.06

285112 8 a 34−9
+17s 50 s 9.16±0.06

281110 8 SF 9.6−2.5
+5.0s

288114 11 a 0.63−0.14
+0.27s 0.8 s 9.95±0.08

284112 11 SF 98−23
+41ms

291116 2 a 6.3−2.5
+11.6ms 20 ms 10.74±0.07

287114 3 a 1.1−0.4
+1.3s 0.5 s 10.04±0.07

283112 3 a 6.1−2.2
+7.2s 3 s 9.54±0.07

279110 3 SF 0.29−0.10
+0.35s

290116 2 a 15−6
+26ms 10 ms 10.85±0.08

286114 2 a /SF 0.2920.11
+0.54s 0.5 s 10.03±0.31

282112 1 SF 1.0−0.5
+4.8ms
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+ 48Ca. Thea decay energies of the daughterssZ=114d differ
by ,0.1 MeV and the half-lives of the granddaughterssZ
=112d are different. The isotope284112 decays via SF with a
half-life of ,98 ms, whereas the granddaughter nucleus of
the 245Cm+48Ca reaction products decays viaa decay with a
half-life of ,6 s (10 s chain) or via SF with TSF,1 ms
(0.5 s chain). Thus, the decay chains produced in the reaction
245Cm+48Ca cannot originate from293116 or 292116 (0n- or
1n-evaporation channels).

However, when one compares the decay energies and
half-lives of the daughter nuclei in the ER-a-a-a-SF decay
chains observed in245Cm+48Ca reaction with the properties
of the single chain observed in the244Pu+48Ca reaction at
maximum beam energy(257 MeV, E* <53 MeV), which
was assigned to the decay of287114, there is excellent agree-
ment (see Fig. 3). As a result, the longer ER-a-a-a-SF
chains observed in the245Cm+48Ca reaction must arise from
the decay of291116 produced via the 2n-evaporation chan-
nel. Then, the shorter chains should be assigned to the decay
of even-even290116, the product of 3n-evaporation. The en-
ergies of the firsta decay in the shorts0.5 sd and longs10 sd
chains differ by just 0.1 MeV and the energies of the second
a decay in both chains are close to each other. However, the
correlation times of the thirda decay and SF decay time in
the short sER-a-a-SFd chain differ substantially(Ta=6 s,
TSF=1 ms). For the daughter nucleus286114, in one decay
chain we observeda decay and SF was registered in two
other cases. Thea decay of this isotope was not observed in
the decay chain originating from294118 [3].

IV. DISCUSSION

In the present work, we measured, for the first time, the
production cross sections of the ER’s produced in the reac-
tion 244Pu+48Ca at three48Ca beam energies: 243 MeV,
250 MeV, and 257 MeV, which correspond to the compound
nucleus 292114 with E* =41.0 MeV, 46.9 MeV, and
52.6 MeV, respectively. Previous experiments[1] explored

the products of this reaction at lower beam and excitation
energies(E* =31.4 MeV and 35.2 MeV).

At E* =41 MeV and 47 MeV, three chains of sequential
ER-a-a-SF decays were observed. These chains are identical
to those detected in previous244Pu+48Ca experiments at
236 MeV sE* =35 MeVd and to those produced as decay
products of theZ=116 nucleus observed in the248Cm
+ 48Ca reaction[2]. The maximum yield of this nuclide,
289114, is observed atE* =41 MeV with a peak production
cross section of 1.7−1.1

+2.5 pb.
At E* =41 MeV, 47 and 53 MeV, we observed 12 events

of the decay of a new nuclide that undergoes sequential
ER-a-SF decay over the span of about 1 second. The maxi-
mum yield of this nuclide, 288114, corresponds toE*

<43 MeV and a peak production cross section of 5.3−2.1
+3.6 pb.

At the highest excitation energy of 53 MeV, another new
nuclide undergoing sequential ER-a-a-SF decay was ob-
served. The time interval between the implantation of the
mother nucleus in the detector and the SF of the granddaugh-
ter isotope was about 10 seconds. The yield of this nuclide,
287114, at E* =53 MeV corresponds to a production cross
section of 1.1−0.9

+2.6 pb.
The difference in nuclear properties expressed in the de-

cays of daughter nuclei produced in these experiments calls
for assigning the different decay chain types to different par-
ent isotopes produced via 3n-, 4n-, and 5n-evaporation chan-
nels. From the viewpoint of decay characteristics of theZ
=114 nuclei, the chains of the two ER-a-a-SF and one ER
-a-SF types could be considered as both originating from the
even-even nuclide288114 produced in 4n-evaporation chan-
nel. In the three different chains, thea-decay energies of the
mother nucleisZ=114d are 9.82–10.04 MeV and the half-
lives are 0.63-2.7 s. Thesea-decay energies and half-lives
are quite similar. However, the decay for the daughter nuclei
sZ=112d from the three chains varies greatly. In two of the
chains they undergoa decay with energies of 9.54 and
9.16 MeV with half-lives of 6 and 34 s, respectively. The
daughter from the third chain decays via SF with a 98 ms
half-life. These varying daughter decay properties lead to the

FIG. 3. Time sequences in selected decay chains observed in the245Cm+48Ca (a) and244Pu+48Ca (at 257 MeV) (b) reactions. Measured
energies, time intervals and positions of the observed decay events are shown. Energies of SF events detected by both the focal-plane
detector and side detectors are shown in brackets.
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assignment of these three chains to three distinct mother nu-
clei, 287114, 288114, and289114.

The measured excitation functions for producing of these
nuclei completely corroborate such assignment. Indeed, the
isotope 289114 was observed at lower excitation energies
E* =35 MeV, 41, and 47 MeV, the decay chains originating
from 288114 were produced at higher energies,E* =41 MeV,
47, and 53 MeV. The excitation functions measured for both
289114 and288114 nuclei are characteristic in energy location,
shape and magnitude of the products of neutron evaporation
from the excited292114 compound nucleus[5]. Finally, the
isotope 287114 was observed only at the highest excitation
energy of 53 MeV.

In the 245Cm+48Ca reaction, we synthesized two new iso-
topes of element 116 that undergo sequentiala decays ter-
minated by spontaneous fission. The properties of the daugh-
ter nucleus of one of the element 116 isotopes produced in
the 245Cm+48Ca reaction(two events) essentially reproduces
the characteristics of the 10-ssER-a-a-SFd chain arising in
the 244Pu+48Ca reaction that we assign to the decay of iso-
tope 287114. Therefore, the longer decay chainssER-a-a-
a-SFd are assigned to the decay of291116 produced in the
2n-evaporation channel of the245Cm+48Ca reaction. Then,
the shorter three chains should be assigned to the decay of
even-even290116, the product of 3n-evaporation.

Thea particle spectra observed in these experiments from
the decay of the nuclei withZ=116 and 114 are character-
ized by well-defined transition energies. They follow the re-
lationship between the probability and energy ofa-decay
(Viola-Seaborg formula) that was determined from 65 even-
even nuclei withZ.82 andN.126, for whichTa and Qa

values have been measured. This means that the observed
transitions are as unhindered for the even-Z isotopes with
odd mass numbers as they are for isotopes with even mass
numbers. In particular, both these facts, i.e., the registration
of unhindered decays and uniquea-particle energies for odd
isotopes produced at only one bombarding energy in our pre-
vious experiments244Pu+48Ca (two events) [1] and 248Cm
+ 48Ca (three events) [2] have led to their assignment to the
even-even isotopes. The decay properties of nuclei produced
in present experiments are given in Table III. The expected
half-lives corresponding to the measureda-particle energies
for the given isotopes, calculated from the Viola-Seaborg
systematics, are shown in separate column behind the mea-
sured values.

The a-decay energies of the synthesized nuclei are given
in Fig. 4 together with the available values ofQa for the
known isotopes with evenZù100 and theoretical values
[10,11]. Radioactive properties of isotopes withZ=112, 114,
and 116 are in qualitative agreement with the macro-
microscopic model calculations that predict the nuclear
shapes to be close to spherical in this domain.

Despite expectations, all of the observed ER’s are pro-
duced at beam energies exceeding the Coulomb barrier for
the 244Pu+48Ca reaction(BBass=233 MeV, E* =32.9 MeV).
In contrast to the well-studied reactions206,208Pb+48Ca that
are used in many model calculations, the244Pu+48Ca
xn-evaporation excitation functions are shifted to higher en-
ergies. The highest yield is observed atE* <41 MeV, close
to expectations for the 4n-channel maximum. This points to

a considerable decrease in the compound nucleus formation
cross-section around the Coulomb barrier. Such an effect is
not observed in the fusion of Pb target nuclei with48Ca and
heavier projectiles(the cold fusion reactions). This may be
associated with the orientation of the deformed target
nucleus during its interaction with the approaching48Ca pro-
jectile. If the major contribution to the formation of the com-
pound nucleus is associated with the compact system in the
entrance channel(the minimum distance between the centers
of interacting nuclei), then as shown in[14] and in experi-
ments with light compound nuclei[15], the fusion threshold
should increase and the number of neutrons emitted from a
more heated nucleus should increase accordingly.

In the 245Cm+48Ca reaction, where the mass defect de-
creases the minimum excitation energy of the compound
nucleus293116 by some 4 MeV compared with292114 pro-
duced in the 244Pu+48Ca reaction, the 2n- and
3n-evaporation channels are observed at energies ofE*

=30.9–35.0 MeV with cross sections of about 0.9 pb and
1.3 pb, respectively. It is evident that the problems of fusion
of the deformed nuclei with massive ions like48Ca requires
further experimental investigation.

Based on the measured production cross sections of new
nuclides, their synthesis in the cross bombardments, as well
as comparison of their decay properties with experimental
systematics and theoretical predictions, it is most reasonable
to assign observed nuclei to the products of the complete
fusion reactions followed by neutron evaporation. For the
trans-actinide compound nuclei, theaxn or pxn reactions
were not previously observed in the reactions induced by
heavy projectiles withAù40 (see, e.g.,[4,16] and references
therein). From our experiments206Pbs48Ca,1-4nd250–253No
[17] we set the upper cross section limits for thesa2n
+a3nd reactions to be lower by a factor of 33 than that of the
2n evaporation channel at its maximum and by factors of 6
and 3 atE* =20 MeV and 40 MeV, respectively. Moreover,

FIG. 4. a-decay energy vs neutron number for isotopes of even-
Z elements withZù100 [solid circless•d, even-even isotopes; open
circlesssd, even-odd isotopes] [4,12,13]. Data atNù169 are from
[1,2] and the present work. Solid lines show theoreticalQa values
[10,11] for evenZ=100–116 elements.
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the separator transmission for such reaction products is about
an order of magnitude lower compared with the products of
xn evaporation. Besides, the assignment of the new synthe-
sized nuclei to theaxn- or pxn-reaction products would re-
sult in noticeable excess of experimentalQa values over the
theoretical ones and in considerable deviations from the ex-
perimentalTa vs. Qa systematics.

From the theoretical consideration, the48Ca-induced reac-
tions with actinide nuclei essentially differ from the cold-
fusion one. In the latter case, the production of residual nu-
clei is largely determined by the decrease of compound
nucleus formation probability with increasing of projectile
mass thus resulting in gradual reduction of their yields. For
the more asymmetrical48Ca-induced reactions with actinide
targets, the probability of compound nucleus formation is
substantially higher but the yields of ER’s largely depend on
their survival probability during the deexcitation of hot nu-
clei. The recent calculations[9] well reproduce the measured
cross sections for the reactions of244Pu, 243Am [18],
245,248Cm [2], and 249Cf [3] with 48Ca. However, the calcu-
lations of cross sections for the production of superheavy
nuclei in these reactions are rather complex and uncertain
because of lack of adequate microscopic model for descrip-
tion of compound nucleus formation process and precise pa-
rameters of such nuclei, for instance their fission barriers,
nucleon separation energies, and nuclear deformation param-
eters. In this respect, further experiments aimed at the inves-
tigations of chemical properties and precise mass measure-
ments of descendant nuclei in the observed decay chains as
well as synthesis of heavy nuclei decaying to the known
nuclides in the48Ca induced reactions with actinide targets
are highly desirable.

In view of these interpretations, the data of our first ex-
periments [19] performed at low excitation energiessE*

ø35 MeVd need further analysis. In the present244Pu
+ 48Ca experiment, atE* =41 MeV, 47 and 53 MeV and a
total beam dose of 1.031019 as well as in the previous ex-
periment[1] at E* =35 MeV with a beam dose 1.031019, we
did not observe the long decay chain similar to that which we
had detected in our first experiment[19] at E* =35 MeV,
which we interpreted as acandidatefor the decay of289114.
The cross section corresponding to this single event was es-

timated to be about 0.2 pb atE* =35 MeV. In view of the
recent results, one could propose that this chain originates
from the decay of the neighboring isotope290114 produced
via 2n-evaporation. Indeed, the energy of the firsta particle
s9.71 MeVd is about 0.1 MeV lower than that of the isotope
289114 assigned from our most recent work, and the energies
of the next twoa particles(8.67 MeV and 8.83 MeV) do not
contradict what is expected for286112 and282110. Yet in this
case, one has to suppose a considerable increase in stability
against decay by SF of286112 compared with its lighter
even-even neighbor284112 sTSF<0.1 sd.

On the other hand, some calculations[20] show that such
a long chain can be assigned to a rare decay branch of the
even-odd nuclide289114. This rare decay starts from the iso-
meric first excited state rather than from the ground state,
and goes through low-lying levels in the daughter nuclei in
accordance with the selection rules associated with the ap-
propriate quantum numbers.

In the present experiments, we did not observe the 3 or
5 min ER-a-SF decay chain reported in the242Pu+48Ca re-
action studied with the VASSILISSA separator and assigned
to 287114 [21]. In order to resolve the remaining contradic-
tions concerning properties of287114 and283112 we plan to
study excitation functions for their production in the reac-
tions 242Pu+48Ca and238U+ 48Ca in the nearest future.
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